Early math achievement and functional connectivity in the fronto-parietal network
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ABSTRACT

In this study we test the hypothesis that the functional connectivity of the frontal and parietal regions that children recruit during a basic numerical task (matching Arabic numerals to arrays of dots) is predictive of their math test scores (TEMA-3; Ginsburg, 2003). Specifically, we tested 4-11-year-old children on a matching task during fMRI to localize a fronto-parietal network that responds more strongly during numerical matching than matching faces, words, or shapes. We then tested the functional connectivity between those regions during an independent task: natural viewing of an educational video that included math topics. Using this novel natural viewing method, we found that the connectivity between frontal and parietal regions during task-independent free-viewing of educational material is correlated with children's basic number matching ability, as well as their scores on the standardized test of mathematical ability (the TEMA). The correlation between children's mathematics scores and fronto-parietal connectivity is math-specific in the sense that it is independent of children’s verbal IQ scores. Moreover, a control network, selective for faces, showed no correlation with mathematics performance. Finally, brain regions that correlate with subjects’ overall response times in the matching task do not account for our number- and math-related effects. We suggest that the functional intersection of number-related frontal and parietal regions is math-specific.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Numbers come in a variety of forms: there are symbolic forms (Arabic numerals, spoken words, etc.) and there are non-symbolic forms (the number of apples in a bag or toots of a horn). Children’s abilities to conceptualize numbers in both symbolic and non-symbolic forms are considered important precursors to their subsequent mathematics development (Halberda et al., 2008; Lipton and Spelke, 2005). Formal math IQ in children can be predicted by their basic numerical skills, such as their capacity to estimate the numerical value of an array of dots (Halberda et al., 2008). Cognitive tasks involving symbolic and non-symbolic numerical forms recruit similar regions of the brain in functional resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of children and adults: prefrontal cortex (PFC; BA 44, 45, 46, 47) and parietal cortex (the intraparietal sulcus, or IPS, and BA 40 and 7) (Ansari et al., 2005; Cantlon et al., 2009; Dehaene et al., 2003; Holloway and Ansari, 2010; Piazza et al., 2007). If (as that evidence suggests) the fundamental ability to conceive of numerical values is related to formal mathematics, we would expect to see a relation between the brain regions that process basic numerical values and children's scores on math IQ tests. Here we examine how the frontal and parietal regions that process basic numerical information interact during cognitive processing and whether that interaction predicts formal math performance in children.

Several researchers have proposed that mathematical knowledge develops via changes to a fronto-parietal network (Ansari and Dhital, 2006; Ansari et al., 2005; Cantlon...
et al., 2009; Nieder, 2009; Rivera et al., 2005). At the core of this hypothesis is evidence that children recruit both parietal (BA 7, 40) and prefrontal regions (BA 9, 44, 45, 46, 47) during formal math tasks but the relative intensity of the frontal vs. parietal response changes over development (Rivera et al., 2005). Rivera et al. (2005) collected fMRI images of participants between ages 8 and 20 while they were presented with simple arithmetic problems and asked to respond if the problem was correct. Although all participants showed perfect accuracy, their reaction times (RT) significantly decreased with age. The fMRI results revealed greater activation of prefrontal regions and reduced activation of left parietal cortex in children compared to adults. Their interpretation of this pattern of results is that the greater frontal activation in children reflects the greater demands on memory and attention resources that children require in order to achieve similar levels of mental arithmetic performance to adults.

Another interpretation of the role of fronto-parietal activation in mathematical development comes from studies of non-human primate neurophysiology. Neider and colleagues (Nieder, 2009; Nieder et al., 2002; Nieder and Merten, 2007) have discussed possible interactions among neurons in prefrontal and parietal cortex during numerical processing in monkeys. They recorded the activity of parietal and prefrontal neurons in nonhuman primates who were trained to associate Arabic numerals with their non-symbolic numerical values from visual element arrays. Neurons in both parietal and prefrontal cortices elicited responses specific to the numerical values of the non-symbolic visual arrays. The parietal and prefrontal neurons also represented symbolic numerical values; however, only the prefrontal neurons represented a given symbolic numerical value and its non-symbolic counterpart within the same neuron. This suggests that prefrontal neurons are uniquely able to associate a specific non-symbolic numerical value with an Arabic numeral as its symbol. The authors proposed that the prefrontal cortex is involved in forming the semantic links between symbolic and non-symbolic representations of numbers.

Cantlon et al. (2009) have reported a related result in young children (6–7-year-olds). In that study, children who were still learning the values of Arabic numerals were asked to compare a pair of numbers (either Arabic numerals or dot arrays, depending on the block) and choose the larger quantity. They examined regions that showed a conjunction overlap between the symbolic Arabic numerals condition and the non-symbolic dot arrays condition. The regions that showed conjunction overlap were similar for adults and children (prefrontal BA 6, 9, 13, 44, the IPS, and parietal BA 7); however, they observed greater prefrontal activity in children when compared to adults and similar activation of parietal cortex across age groups. They proposed that the prefrontal cortex is more active in children because it plays a mediating role in the association of abstract numerical symbols (Arabic numerals) with their semantic values. Under this view, children would be expected to show reduced recruitment of the prefrontal regions that are important for processing Arabic numerals and, perhaps, reduced fronto-parietal connectivity during Arabic numeral processing as they gain proficiency with Arabic numerals.

In studies with adult subjects, BOLD adaptation has been used to identify brain regions that process both non-symbolic (dots) and symbolic (Arabic numeral) stimuli. For example, Piazza and colleagues found that regions of the IPS adapt to repeated presentations of both symbolic and non-symbolic numerical stimuli. Following adaptation, the BOLD response in the IPS recovers as a function of the numerical difference between adapted and novel numbers. Thus, the IPS represents numerical values during passive numerical processing in adults. Their study also revealed extended numerical distance-related activation in bilateral prefrontal and inferior frontal cortices, including the anterior insula. These prefrontal data suggest that pre-/inferior frontal regions continue to play a part in coding for numerical information across notations beyond childhood.

The studies reviewed above establish the importance of the amplitude of BOLD activation for identifying the brain regions recruited during numerical cognition. However, recent studies have shown that the functional connectivity between brain regions is also an important parameter for predicting individual performance differences. Functional connectivity is defined as the temporal correlation between spatially distinct neurophysiological events, expressed as a correlation across those events (Friston et al., 1993). Many researchers have observed functional connectivity from task-independent “resting state” fMRI scans (Fox et al., 2005, or see Van Dijk et al., 2010, for a review). These studies provide evidence of functional links between brain regions in the absence of a focused experimental task.

Other studies have found evidence of functional connectivity during focused tasks such as language processing. For example, Hampson et al. (2006) found that the functional connectivity between two areas associated with language processing (Broca’s and Wernicke’s area) showed increased functional connectivity when subjects engaged the language system by listening to a narrative text. Functional connectivity during rest has also been shown to change in tandem with changes in behavioral performance over time. For example, Lewis et al. (2009) demonstrated that training on a visual perceptual learning task in adults modifies the functional connectivity of networks engaged by the task. Specifically, after intense training on a shape-identification task, resting BOLD functional connectivity between visual cortex and frontal-parietal areas involved in the control of spatial attention were significantly altered and, importantly, the changes in connectivity correlated with the degree of perceptual learning. These studies establish that intrinsic functional connectivity, measured with a wide range of tasks, is a dynamic predictor of changes in behavior.

Taken together, the studies summarized above prompt the hypothesis that functional connectivity between brain regions recruited during numerical tasks, including the IPS and PFC, predicts children’s performance on formal mathematics tests. That hypothesis is the focus of the current report.

To test the hypothesis that fronto-parietal connectivity predicts mathematics development, we used a novel
experimental paradigm. We first localized regions that are important for processing numerical information using a traditional task: matching Arabic numerals to arrays of dots. We then tested functional connectivity in an independent data set from a natural viewing task in which subjects passively viewed a 20 min Sesame Street video which included math topics. Natural viewing paradigms have previously been shown to activate content-specific representations in adults (Hasson et al., 2004). We therefore expected this natural viewing paradigm to provide a useful index of the functional connectivity of numerical processing regions in children. Moreover, it is possible that this naturalistic task provides a more ecologically valid measure of brain functions underlying formal mathematics development.

2. Materials and methods

We tested children ages 4–11 years using two different cognitive paradigms during fMRI: we tested children with a formal numerical matching task to localize number–related activation and then we tested the functional connectivity of those regions during a natural viewing task in which subjects watched an educational video of numbers, letters, and other concepts. To test functional connectivity we used an fMRI co-activation method (Fox et al., 2005; Hampson et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2009), correlating time-course activity between frontal "seed" regions and the IPS. Children were administered a series of IQ tests outside of the scanner.

2.1. Participants

Thirty-five typically developing children (ages 4.32–11.86, mean age=8.24 years, sd=2.26) and 20 adults (ages 18.9–25.4 mean age=20.7 years, sd=1.7) were tested on the full set of experimental conditions. Three of the children were excluded due to excessive head motion in both fMRI paradigms (>5 mm) and one additional subject was excluded due to experimenter error. Seven children were excluded from analyses because they performed at or below chance on the matching task, leaving twenty-four children total. Two children were unable to complete the standardized tests after the fMRI portion of the experiment and so they are only included in the fMRI components of the study, not the behavioral analyses. The mean motion deviations for the twenty-four child participants (after online motion correction) were 1.24 mm translation (σ = 0.82) and 1.47 degrees rotation (σ = .96).

All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision with no history of neurological impairments or abnormalities. All guidelines and requirements of the University of Rochester’s Research Subjects Review Board were followed for participant recruitment and experimental procedures.

2.2. Task design

We used fMRI to measure children’s BOLD activity during two different numerical processing tasks: (1) a formal matching task and, (2) free-viewing of a twenty-minute educational video montage of Sesame Street.

In the formal matching task (Fig. 1), children and adults compared pairs of stimuli presented on a computer monitor and reported whether the stimuli were the same or different. The stimuli consisted of pairs of images (faces, numbers, words, or shapes) presented to the left and right of a central crosshair. Subjects were told to press a response button when the two stimuli in a pair matched. Number pairs were to be matched across notation: digits-to-dot arrays. Face pairs were to be matched across orientation: one from the front and one at an oblique angle. Word pairs were varied in case (upper or lowercase). Shapes were either identical or different. Each child completed two runs of twelve blocks. A single run contained three blocks per category, each lasting twenty seconds and presented one pair of stimuli every two seconds. Stimuli were presented as grey-scale (faces) or white (letters, shapes, Arabic numerals/dot arrays) images on a green background. When a pair of stimuli was presented, participants were instructed to press a response button only if the two stimuli matched. No response was taken to indicate a “non-match”. Fifty percent of the trials, distributed at random across each stimulus type, were “matches”, while the other 50% were “non-matches”. Accuracy and reaction time were measured for the matching task and only children who performed above chance (50%) were included in the functional connectivity analysis. We required that children perform above chance because we could not otherwise guarantee that children attempted to perform the task. Twenty-four children met this criterion (ages 4.75–11.86, mean age = 9.26 years, sd = 1.83).

In the free-viewing video task (Fig. 2), participants viewed a single 20.3-min run of a "movie" comprised of clips from the children’s educational television shows. Individual clips ranged from 12 to 176 s in length and were edited into one continuous movie using iMovie software. Crossfade transitions of 4 s were used to transition from one clip to the next. The content of the movie clips generally included lessons on letters and numbers but also simultaneously featured other topics and entities such as different people, puppets, songs, buildings, and the concepts of saving money, food, and Egyptian culture. Eight clips that featured letters and/or words comprised 28.3% of the total “movie” duration, 6 clips that featured numbers and/or mathematics comprised 36.2% of the “movie” duration, and 4 clips that featured other objects (i.e. shapes, astronomy, pyramids) comprised the remaining 35.5%. Participants were instructed to remain motionless while watching the movie but were given no instructions to fixate or restrict eye movement. We used these natural educational stimuli because they have the potential to elicit more ecologically valid neural processes during mathematical thinking in children (see Cantlon and Li, in press for evidence and discussion). We also chose to use the video task as an independent data source in which the BOLD response is not correlated with the design matrix in the functional connectivity analyses.

A short quiz was administered at the end of the scan session to ensure that participants attended to the movie
(all included children performed significantly above chance on the quiz, mean accuracy = 76.5%).

2.3. Standardized tests

Standardized tests were generally administered immediately following the fMRI scan, outside of the scanner. The TEMA-3 mathematics test and the KBIT-2 verbal and nonverbal IQ tests were administered.

The TEMA-3 (Ginsburg, 2003) is a standardized test of the mathematics ability of children between the ages of 3 years 0 months and 8 years 11 months. The TEMA-3 measures both formal (i.e., number facts, numeral literacy) and informal (i.e., relative magnitude) mathematics skills. The TEMA-3 was standardized on a sample of 1228 children across 15 U.S. states. Standardized scores for the TEMA-3 are presented with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, and reliability coefficients are reported to range from 0.82 to 0.97. Total TEMA-3 testing time was approximately 30 min. The test administrator scored all TEMA-3 results online, and 12 of the 19 were rescored offline by a second coder with 100% inter-rater reliability.

The KBIT-2 (Kaufman, 2004) is a standardized test for ages 4–90 that measures verbal and nonverbal intelligence. Verbal intelligence (so-called school-related skills) is measured by assessing word knowledge, verbal definitions, and verbal reasoning ability. Non-verbal intelligence is measured by assessing participants’ ability to perceive relationships and complete pictorial analogies. The K-BIT-2 was standardized on a sample of 2120 English-speaking individuals between the ages of 4 and 90 across 34 U.S. states and the District of Columbia. Standardized scores for the KBIT-2 are presented with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, and internal-consistency reliability coefficients across the 4–90 age-range are reported to range from 0.88 to 0.93. Total KBIT-2 testing time was approximately 20 min. The test administrator scored all KBIT-2 results online.

2.4. MR parameters

Whole brain BOLD imaging was conducted on a 3-Tesla Siemens MAGNETOM Trio scanner with a 12-channel head coil at the Rochester Center for Brain Imaging. High-resolution structural T1 contrast images were acquired using a magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) pulse sequence at the start of each session [TR = 2530 ms, TE = 3.44 ms flip angle = 7°, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, 160 or 176 (depending on head size) 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm sagittal left-to-right slices].

An echo-planar imaging pulse sequence with online motion correction was used for T2* contrast (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 256 mm, matrix 64 × 64, 30 sagittal left-to-right slices, voxel size = 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm). The first 2 TRs of each run were discarded to allow for signal equilibration. The “movie” run of the natural viewing paradigm was conducted in one functional run of 610 volumes. The matching paradigm was conducted in 4 functional runs of 132 volumes each. Total scanning time was approximately 40 min.

2.5. Preprocessing

Data were processed using BrainVoyager QX 2.0 (Brain Innovation; Goebel et al., 2006), along with BVQX in-house MATLAB scripts. The first 2 volumes from each localizer data set and each movie data set were removed to allow longitudinal magnetization to reach steady state. Functional data sets were then preprocessed; steps included rigid-body motion correction, slice scan timing correction, linear trend removal, and high pass filtering (3 cycles per series cutoff). The data from the free viewing task were
also spatially smoothed using 8 mm—full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel (following Hasson et al., 2004). Functional data from the formal matching task were not smoothed.

Functional data were coregistered to high-resolution anatomical images, which were in turn normalized to Talairach space (Talairach, 1988). Normalization was performed in 2 steps: images were first aligned with stereotactic axes and then transformed to the Talairach grid using a piecewise affine transformation based on manual identification of the anterior and posterior commissure and the edges of cortex along each axis. Subsequent analyses were performed on preprocessed data in a space of 1-mm isovoxel resolution aligned with Talairach space.

2.6. ROI definitions

A general linear model (GLM) analysis was conducted on the functional data. A GLM with a contrast of numbers greater than all other categories (Numbers > Faces, Words, and Shapes) at a FDR corrected threshold of \( p < .05 \) yielded four regions of interest. These regions included: (1) bilateral PFC/IFG/anterior Insula, corresponding to BA 47/13; (2) bilateral IPS corresponding to BA 40. ROIs were labeled according to Talairach (1988) atlas.

2.7. Functional connectivity

Using the data from the free-viewing video task, time series from all voxels within the frontal ROIs (defined by the localizer number matching task) were averaged to create a single time series for each frontal region, for each subject. Then, within each hemisphere, the average timecourse from the frontal ROI was correlated with the timecourse in each voxel of the parietal ROI for each subject. The average of the \( r \)-values from each voxel within the IPS ROI was used as a measure of the connection between the number-related IPS and PFC regions. To reduce the influence of variation unrelated to neural activity on connectivity analyses, nuisance variables were removed from the movie data via linear regression. These included the global mean signal and 6 motion parameters. The degrees of freedom in all functional connectivity tests were corrected using a Fisher transformation. The individual frontal-to-parietal connectivity \( r \)-values were then correlated with performance on the standardized math test, performance on the formal localizer task, and age across subjects.

2.8. Control analyses

Two additional control analyses were conducted in order to assess the specificity of our functional connectivity findings. For the first control analysis, we extracted face-selective regions from the contrast of Faces > Numbers, Words, and Shapes on the localizer data from children (FDR-corrected, \( p < .05 \)). That contrast yielded a region of the fusiform gyrus approximating the fusiform face area and a region of ventral prefrontal cortex. We measured the functional connectivity between those two regions using data from the free-viewing movie task, just as we did for the number-related network. We then tested whether the connectivity between ventral prefrontal cortex and the fusiform gyrus correlates with children’s mathematics test scores.

In the second control analysis, we tested a GLM model with the duration of reaction time as a regressor on the localizer data from children. The reaction time regressor was tested across all conditions (faces, numbers, words, and shapes) in order to identify brain regions that were modulated by the amount of time it took for participants to respond regardless of condition. We then compared those regions with our number-selective regions. The goal was to determine whether the number-selective network that we identified in the localizer is sensitive the general difficulty of the task, independently of content.

3. Results

3.1. Performance on the matching task and standardized tests

Fig. 3 shows accuracy and RT for children and adults on the four conditions of the matching task. The data show that both groups performed significantly above chance (50%) on all conditions and that the conditions were similarly difficult. The shapes condition was marginally easier than each of the other three conditions but no other performance differences among the conditions were observed (see Fig. 3). For Children, mean accuracy for ‘numbers’ (mean = .97) was not significantly different from ‘faces’ (mean = .98, \( t = -.80, p = .42 \)) or ‘words’ (mean = .98, \( t = .90, p = .37 \)). Likewise, RT for ‘numbers’ was not significantly different from ‘faces’ (mean = 1179 ms, \( t = 1.34, p = .19 \)) or ‘words’ (mean = 1273, \( t = 1.06, p = .30 \)). These behavioral data show that the number task was not significantly more difficult than the other three tasks for children. Therefore, BOLD activation related to numbers in our fMRI paradigm cannot be explained easily by increased task demands since those factors were generally controlled across tasks.

As expected, adults were significantly faster than children at matching numbers (\( t = 3.94, p < .01 \)), faces (\( t = 7.13, p < .01 \)), shapes (\( t = 8.00, p < .01 \)), and words (\( t = 5.06, p < .01 \)). Although both groups performed above chance, number matching accuracy was slightly lower in adults (mean = .89) than in children (mean = .97, \( t = -2.90, p < .01 \)), but there were no age-related differences for faces (\( t = -1.00, p = .32 \)), shapes (\( t = 0, p = 1 \)), or words (\( t = -1.66, p = .10 \)). The age-related difference in accuracy for the numbers condition is likely due to a difference in speed versus accuracy weighting in children compared to adults: children were slower than adults but more accurate. The important result is that overall performance on all four conditions was remarkably similar within each age group.

For children, the mean TEMA-3 standardized score was 106 (\( \sigma = 4 \)) and the mean KBIT-2 standardized score was 108 (\( \sigma = 14 \)). Thus, the children in our sample performed within the normal range on both the mathematical and general IQ tests.
Fig. 3. (a) Reaction times for each of the conditions in the formal matching task are shown for both children and adults. Error bars are marked. (b) Accuracy for each of the conditions in the formal matching task is shown for both children and adults. Error bars are marked.
#### Matching Task
Numbers > Faces, Words, & Shapes

![Fig. 4](image-url) IMRI results from children during the Matching Task for the contrast Numbers > Faces, Words, and Shapes. All maps are FDR corrected at q < .05. These frontal and parietal regions were used as ROIs in the functional connectivity analyses.

3.2. Number-specific responses in formal matching task

We used the fMRI data collected during the matching task to localize areas of the brain that showed category-selectivity for numbers (Numbers > Faces, Words, and Shapes, FDR q < .05) in children and adults. The analysis revealed number-selective regions in frontal and parietal cortex for both groups (Fig. 4). Number-selective activations included the IPS and PFC. Peak activation loci are labeled in Fig. 4. Table 1 presents the peak coordinates of all number-related activation sites that formed at least 300 contiguous 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm voxels.

The pattern of fronto-parietal activation observed in children broadly replicates the pattern of activations from previous studies of numerical processing that tested ordinal numerical comparison (Cantlon et al., 2009; Holloway and Ansari, 2010), arithmetic (Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011), numerosity adaptation (Cantlon et al., 2006; Piazza et al., 2004), and numerical priming (Eger et al., 2003). The peak activations of our parietal regions are within 14 mm of previously reported activation for number responsive cortex (Ansari et al., 2005), and within 11 mm of activation reported by Cantlon et al. (2006). Our coordinates also fall within 10 mm of peak activity related to arithmetic ability in adults (Dehaene et al., 1998) and peak adaptation for approximate numerical quantities (Piazza et al., 2007). The spatial extent of our IPS activations appears to overlap activation sites of prior numerical cognition fMRI studies.

PFC activations are between 6 mm (left frontal) and 10 mm (right frontal) of the activations reported in adults during a numerosity adaptation task that involved both symbolic and non-symbolic numbers in adults (Piazza et al., 2007). Our right PFC activations also fall within 16 mm (Cantlon et al., 2009) and 8 mm (Holloway and Ansari, 2010) of right hemisphere frontal activations reported for both Arabic numerals and dot arrays in children. These proximities are not reported to suggest that the same frontal region has been measured across all of these numerical cognition studies. Indeed, the peak of the frontal region that emerged in the current study is closer to the insula than most previous studies. Yet, the spatial extent our frontal activation appears to overlap inferior frontal activations from several prior numerical cognition studies.

The mean response amplitude (beta values) for each of the matching task conditions is shown in Fig. 5a, for children and adults. Number-related response amplitude was similar for children and adults, showing no significant differences in mean response across age group in right IPS (t = .60, p = .55), left IPS (t = 1.49, p = .14), right PFC (t = 1.66, p = .10), or left PFC (t = .28, p = .77). Age-related differences...
in amplitude were not observed even when we divided our child sample into young children (ages 4–8) and old children (ages 9–12). Those data are shown in Fig. 5b.

### 3.3. Functional connectivity and math performance in video task

We used the number-selective regions that were localized using the fMRI matching task as the basis for our functional connectivity analyses. Specifically, we tested connectivity between the PFC and IPS regions that emerged from the number matching task following the claims of fronto-parietal involvement in number development discussed in prior studies (Ansari and Dhital, 2008; Cantlon et al., 2009; Dehaene et al., 2003; Nieder et al., 2002; Piazza et al., 2007; Rivera et al., 2005).

We measured the connectivity between the PFC and IPS regions within-hemisphere for each age group. Overall mean connectivity strength in this fronto-parietal network is shown for each age group in Fig. 6. As a group, adults showed significant fronto-parietal functional connectivity (average $r = .11$, $p < .01$, df = 608). In contrast, children did not show a significant degree of functional connectivity in either hemisphere as a group (average $r = .04$, $p = .32$, df = 608). Instead, children exhibited increases in connectivity strength that were dependent on age, number task performance, and math IQ.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of activation</th>
<th>Cluster size (cm³)</th>
<th>Talairach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peak X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right intra-parietal sulcus</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PFC: IFG/insula</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>−34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left intra-parietal sulcus</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>−46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PFC: IFG/insula</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right PFC: IFG/insula</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Precentral/postentral gyrus</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>−34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left PFC: IFG/insula</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>−31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial frontal cortex</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ipsilateral fronto-parietal connectivity was correlated with better performance (faster reaction time) on the formal number matching task (matching Arabic numerals to arrays of dots) in children. Right fronto-parietal connectivity (Mean correlation among children: N=24, r =−.42, p <.05) and left fronto-parietal connectivity (N=24, r =−.52, p <.01) were both negatively correlated with number task RT, meaning kids who had stronger connectivity values were faster at matching dot arrays to their respective Arabic numerals. This analysis is shown in Fig. 7a. Importantly, right fronto-parietal connectivity was correlated with number task RT but not overall task RT (r =−.21, p =.31).

Fronto-parietal connectivity strength was also significantly correlated with children’s performance on the TEMA math IQ assessment in both hemispheres (Fig. 7b: right: N=22, r =.48, p =.011; left: N=22, r =.56, p =.003) Thus overall, performance on the TEMA predicted the functional connectivity of our number-selective PFC and IPS regions during free-viewing of the educational video. In addition to this correlation between functional connectivity in the fronto-parietal network and TEMA math IQ, we also found a correlation with age (N=24, r =.41, p =.023). The correlation between age and fronto-parietal functional connectivity is shown in Fig. 7c. It is important to note that the age-connectivity correlation was weaker than the correlation between TEMA score and connectivity.

To determine whether the functional connectivity correlation with TEMA score was specific to mathematical intelligence and not due to the maturation intelligence more broadly, we calculated partial correlations of TEMA score and connectivity strength, controlling for children’s score on the K-BIT test of verbal intelligence. When controlling for verbal intelligence in a partial correlation, children’s right fronto-parietal connectivity was still significantly correlated with their mathematics ability (N=22, r =.69, p =.0002) as was left fronto-parietal connectivity (N=22, r =.52, p =.014). Each of these correlations survives Holm–Bonferroni correction at .05 (corrected to α =.016 for three comparisons). Therefore, the fronto-parietal connectivity that we have observed is not equally related to verbal and mathematical intelligence. Instead, the functional connectivity between the fronto-parietal regions that engage in numerical processing is at least somewhat specialized for math development.

A stepwise regression with left fronto-parietal functional connectivity as the dependent variable and Age, TEMA score, KBIT-verbal score, Numerical Matching RT, and Numerical Matching Accuracy as predictors settled on a final model that included only TEMA score and Numerical Matching RT (Model R² =.461, F(1,21) = 8.13, p <.005; TEMA Beta =.44, Number RT Beta =−.40, p’s <.05; all other Betas have p’s > .25). The same variables were tested for right fronto-parietal connectivity and the final model included only TEMA score (Model R² =.48, F(1,21) =6.11, p <.05; TEMA Beta =.48; all other Betas have p’s > .16). Thus, numerical matching performance and mathematics test scores are the primary correlates of the observed fronto-parietal connectivity.

3.4. Control analysis: motion

Some evidence indicates that head motion can correlate with functional connectivity strength in some brain networks (Van Dijk et al., 2012). We found that motion
was not a significant predictor of functional connectivity in our stepwise regression (left hemisphere: Translation Beta = −.28, Rotation Beta = −.30; right hemisphere: Translation Beta = −.19, Rotation Beta = −.22). Instead, as in the previous section, only mathematics performance (TEMA and Numerical Matching RT) predicted functional connectivity in number-related brain regions (left hemisphere: Model $R^2 = .56$, $F(1,21) = 8.13$, $p < .005$; TEMA Beta = .44; Number RT Beta = −.40, all other Betas $p > .14$; right hemisphere: Model $R^2 = .48$, $F(1,21) = 6.11$, $p < .05$; TEMA Beta = .48, all other betas $p > .16$).

3.5. Control analysis: face network

In a parallel analysis, we localized face-selective regions with the contrast Faces > Number, Words, and Shapes on data from the fMRI matching task. We then tested connectivity between the ventral prefrontal and fusiform regions that emerged from that contrast. We found no correlation between the functional connectivity of this network and children’s math performance.

Fronto-parietal connectivity strength in the face network was not correlated with children’s performance on the TEMA math test ($N = 22$, $r = −.06$, $p = .79$). This correlation between face network connectivity and TEMA score is significantly lower than the correlation between number network connectivity and TEMA score (Fisher transform, one-tailed, $N = 22$, left: $r = .48$ vs. −.06, $p < .05$; right: $r = .56$ vs. −.06, $p < .05$). We also found no correlation with age ($N = 24$, $r = −.21$, $p = .32$). Connectivity was not significantly correlated with RT on the number matching task ($N = 24$, $r = −.21$, $p = .32$). However, face network connectivity was negatively correlated with RT in the face task ($N = 24$, $r = −.52$, $p < .01$). Children who had stronger fronto-fusiform connectivity values were faster at matching faces (not numbers).

3.6. Control analysis: reaction time

We analyzed the fMRI data collected from children during the matching task to localize regions that respond based on the duration of response times, independently of task content. The model included the duration of children’s response times as a regressor across all conditions (faces, numbers, words, and shapes). We tested for positive RT-modulation. The analysis revealed RT-modulated regions in frontal and parietal cortices. Peak activation loci are labeled in Fig. 4. Table 1 shows coordinates of all activation sites. The pattern of fronto-parietal activations in children are similar to previously reported studies of response inhibition, interference suppression, cognitive set shifting, and other domain-general task processes that are related to cognitive control (Bunge et al., 2002; Casey et al., 1997; Konishi et al., 1999; Rubia et al., 2001).

Fig. 8 shows a map of the RT-related frontal and parietal regions compared to the frontal and parietal regions that were number-selective. The figure shows that the frontal regions overlap considerably but the parietal regions do not. This indicates that our PFC regions might be globally involved in resolving task difficulty but the IPS regions are more number-selective. We tested RT-related BOLD amplitude in the number-related ROIs from the localizer task to determine whether our math effects are related to global RT. Children’s scores on the TEMA did not correlate with the RT-related BOLD amplitudes in number-related regions of the right IPS ($r = −.04$, $p = .85$), left IPS ($r = −.22$, $p = .30$), right PFC ($r = .24$, $p = .25$), or left PFC ($r = .10$, $p = .64$).

4. Discussion

Our results indicate that the observed fronto-parietal network is important for numerical development not only during isolated numerical tasks (i.e., number matching) but it is also related to the real world mathematical skills that comprise the TEMA IQ test. As evidenced by our data, the relationship between fronto-parietal connectivity and math performance is meaningfully captured by a natural viewing paradigm: this is one of our first demonstrations that neural activity during natural viewing is related to behavior in children (see also Cantlon and Li, in press). Our study used Sesame Street viewing as the natural viewing paradigm. Natural viewing paradigms are interesting because they offer the opportunity for increased ecological validity in developmental neuroimaging experiments. The data from this natural viewing paradigm show that the correlation between frontal and parietal activity during Sesame Street viewing statistically predicts children’s math performance and therefore likely plays a role in formal mathematics development.

The children in our study performed as well as adults on the Arabic numerals-to-dot arrays matching task. This finding is partly due to the fact that we excluded children who performed at or below chance from our sample. We excluded those children in order to remove data from subjects who did not meaningfully attempt to perform the experimental tasks. Under these conditions, we found that the amplitude of number-related responses does not differ between children and adults in frontal or parietal regions. That finding is consistent with prior research showing equal levels of frontal activation with equal performance between children and adults (Brown et al., 2005). Yet, despite equivalence in BOLD amplitude, the functional connectivity between frontal and parietal regions differed between age groups: adults exhibited greater fronto-parietal connectivity than children. This finding points to the conclusion that amplitude and connectivity are dissociable markers of development. Given equal performance, children show equal response amplitude to adults but reduced fronto-parietal connectivity strength. Fronto-parietal connectivity strength in children is predicted by children’s age, number matching RT, and math IQ. In our analysis, number matching performance and mathematics IQ scores were the strongest statistical predictors of children’s fronto-parietal connectivity.

The precise role of fronto-parietal connectivity in mathematics development is not transparent. Previous hypotheses about the nature of activation in the fronto-parietal network have alluded to the role of connectivity between these regions in the development of abstract numerical concepts (Ansari and Dhital, 2006; Ansari et al., 2005; Cantlon et al., 2009; Nieder, 2009; Rivera et al., 2005). One recent study found greater fronto-parietal functional
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Fig. 8. Overlap between the number-related network and the RT-modulated network in the frontal and parietal cortices. Blue indicates number-related regions; yellow indicates RT-related regions; and green indicates their overlap.

connectivity in 8–9-year-old children compared to 7–8-year-old children during an arithmetic task (Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011). They suggest that the fronto-parietal network is involved in the development of problem-solving skills in children. Our study elaborates on their prior result by showing that fronto-parietal connectivity predicts children’s performance on standardized mathematical tests. And, we show that this relation holds even when controlling for standardized verbal intelligence scores. Moreover, we found that children and adults exhibit age-related differences in number-related fronto-parietal connectivity even when numerical task performance and number-related BOLD amplitude is similarly high across the two age groups. These three pieces of information indicate that the correlation between fronto-parietal connectivity and math IQ is not related to differences in generic performance factors between age groups and, in fact, number-related fronto-parietal connectivity exhibits specificity for mathematics processing.

Our results are further strengthened by the finding that face-related activation does not correlate with mathematics performance. Instead, functional connectivity in the fronto-fusiform face-related network correlated with performance on face matching. This result is consistent with our claim that the mathematical processing has a specific link to the number-related fronto-parietal network.

As described in the Introduction, there are several hypotheses about the cognitive work that fronto-parietal connectivity contributes to mathematical processing. A previous hypothesis from non-human primate neurophysiology studies (Nieder, 2009; Nieder and Merten, 2007), claimed that connectivity between the frontal and parietal networks might represent the ability to associate nonsymbolic numerical representations with their symbolic counterparts (Cantlon et al., 2009). That hypothesis could explain why the fronto-parietal network appears significantly stronger for numbers than any other category in our matching task. However, if this fronto-parietal connection is primarily involved in associating number symbols to numerical values, one might expect to see stronger connectivity in children compared to adults because children are still solidifying associations between Arabic numerals and their semantic values. Our study cannot fully address that issue because the children in our study performed at adult-like levels on our symbolic-to-nonsymbolic numerical matching task. Nonetheless, fronto-parietal connectivity increased with age, math IQ, and RT in our study, which is the opposite pattern that would be predicted by that
hypothesis. This finding indicates that this instance of fronto-parietal connectivity continues to develop beyond the point when children map symbols to numerical values. Therefore, the role of fronto-parietal connectivity in mathematical development is not limited to learning symbolic numbers (although it could still be an important parameter for predicting number symbol learning in children who are less proficient with numerals).

Another previous hypothesis is that a greater fronto-parietal connectivity is driven by more efficient use of the general resources of the frontal network, such as working memory and attentional control. Rivera et al. (2005), argued that the efficient use of working memory, attention, and other executive control functions results in higher success on math-related tasks and therefore, more efficient use of the fronto-parietal network. However, this type of hypothesis does not fit our data for two reasons. The first is that the regions we identified in the localizer task responded more strongly during the number task than the face-, shape-, or word-matching task despite the fact that performance was relatively equivalent across these conditions for children. The behavioral data indicated that our number task did not require more general cognitive resources than the other three conditions. Secondly, the correlation that we observed between math IQ and fronto-parietal connectivity remained strong when we regressed out verbal IQ. These two findings suggest that the patterns of neural activity that we observed in children are related at least somewhat specifically to numerical processing, rather than global changes in domain-general task factors. However, since children were slower but equally accurate to adults on the numerical task, it could be the case that they require more math-specific effort to attain similar numerical performance levels to adults. Fronto-parietal connectivity strength could be related to math-specific changes in working memory, attention, or cognitive control.

The PFC region of our fronto-parietal network likely plays a more general role in cognitive processing beyond the math-related function it appears to serve in this task. The control data show that number-related PFC regions overlap with PFC regions that are generally modulated by RT. This means that the PFC number-selective regions are not likely involved exclusively in numerical processing and instead have a more general function. Proximal PFC regions have been shown to play a role in executive control and active maintenance of information (Cohen et al., 1997). On the other hand, number-selective IPS regions did not overlap with parietal regions that were generally modulated by RT, indicating that number-related activations in these parietal regions cannot be explained by general effort to resolve task difficulty. Thus despite the fact that the functional intersection (i.e. the connectivity) between the number–selective PFC and IPS regions is math–specific, the frontal and parietal regions involved are not equally math-selective on their own. Here, the IPS exhibits a more robust profile of number-selectivity than the PFC region.

It is important to emphasize that both executive functions and domain-specific numerical processes are likely factors in our correlations with mathematics performance. The weight that each of these cognitive functions contributes to our correlation is unknown. We have ruled out general factors such as general intelligence and overall RT as all-encompassing predictors of our number- and math-related effects. However, we have not positively assessed the contribution of executive functioning relative to domain-specific numerical processing in our assays. That is an important next step for understanding mathematics development in the brain.

Performance-dependent increases in fronto-parietal connectivity might be a general feature of functional brain development that characterizes many cognitive tasks, but the specific sub-regions of frontal and parietal cortices that intersect could vary depending on task content (Casey et al., 2005; Nagy et al., 2004). Evidence from previous studies shows that neural activity becomes more focal or fine-tuned over development (Brown et al., 2005; Durston et al., 2006) and is hypothesized to reflect the refinement of networks as knowledge is acquired (Brown et al., 2005; Bunge et al., 2002; Casey et al., 2005; Durston et al., 2006; Schlaggar et al., 2002; Nagy et al., 2004). Developmental changes in fronto-parietal connectivity likely reflect the intersection of a subset of executive functions and semantic representations, which in this case include numerical values and mathematical operations. We predict that the specific content of a task, whether numbers, words, faces, tools, etc., will yield different developmental patterns of functional connectivity between the frontal and category-selective cortices.

5. Conclusions

Our results indicate that the functional connectivity of a fronto-parietal network predicts mathematical development. The strength of children’s fronto-parietal functional connectivity selectively correlates with their basic numerical matching skill as well as their math IQ. Importantly, the relationship between this case of fronto-parietal connectivity and mathematics skill is domain-specific in the sense that it is independent of children’s verbal skills, overall RT, and age. Fronto-parietal connectivity also uniquely correlates with math development compared to other functionally connected networks (i.e. a face processing network). Together these findings support the notion that number-related fronto-parietal functional connectivity is a domain-specific marker of mathematics development. With further research, such measures of connectivity could be used as a biomarker to evaluate the interplay between domain-specific and domain-general faculties in mathematics learning. If fronto-parietal connectivity is determined to have a causal role in mathematics learning, it could be a valuable diagnostic tool for the field of education.
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